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Abstract: In this paper, we extend the calculation of the entropy of the nonrotating
isolated horizons in 4 dimensional spacetime to that in a higher dimensional spacetime.
We show that the boundary degrees of freedom on an isolated horizon can be described
effectively by a punctured SO(1, 1) BF theory. Then the entropy of the nonrotating isolated
horizon can be calculated out by counting the microstates. It satisfies the Bekenstein-
Hawking law.
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1 Introduction
Black hole has been attracting people’s attention since a long time ago. The pioneering
works of Bekinstein [1], Hawking [2] and others [3] during the seventies of last century have
suggested that black holes have temperature and entropy. The entropy is given by the
famous Bekenstein-Hawking area law
S =
A
4G~
, (1.1)
where A is the area of the event horizon of a black hole. The entropy depends on both
the Newtonian gravitational and the Planck constants and indicates that its statistical
description might tell us something profound about quantum gravity. There are many
ways to explain the entropy of a black hole based on different theories, such as string
theory [4], loop quantum gravity [5]. For a brief review see Ref. [6].
Unlike the notion of the event horizon of a black hole, which is based on the global
structure of the spacetime [7], an isolated horizon is defined quasilocally as a portion of the
event horizon [8]. As expected, the laws of black hole mechanics and thermodynamics can
be generalized to those of isolated horizons [8, 9]. In particular, the zeroth and first law
of thermodynamics and the area law (1.1) for isolated horizons can also be set up. The
microscopic degrees of freedom on an isolated horizon, which count for the entropy, are
suggested to be described by punctured Chern-Simons theory [5] in the framework of loop
quantum gravity.
General relativity (GR) in higher dimensional (D > 4) spacetime has been studied
for almost a century. The motivations for the study include Kaluza-Klein theory [10, 11],
supergravity theory [12], string/M theory [13–15], brane-world scenarios [16, 17] and so on.
In higher dimensional gravitational theories, there exist many black hole solutions [18, 19].
Like their 4-dimension partners, black holes in higher dimensional spacetimes also have
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temperature and entropy. Similar to GR, isolated horizons can be introduced in higher di-
mensional gravitational theories and the laws of black hole mechanics and thermodynamics
can be generalized, as expected, to those of isolated horizons [20–22]. How to explain the
entropy of the isolated horizons in higher dimension in the framework of loop quantum grav-
ity [23, 24] is on the table. An immediate approach might be to invoke the Chern-Simons
theory again. However, the Chern-Simons theory can only be defined on odd dimensional
spacetimes, which limit its application in higher dimension.
In Ref. [25], we showed that in a 4-dimensional spacetime, the boundary degrees
of freedom on nonrotating isolated horizons can also be described effectively by another
topological field theory—BF theory. A BF theory can be defined on a spacetime with any
dimension, which in this aspect is the advantage over the Chern-Simons theory. In the
present paper, we extend the results in Ref. [25] to higher dimensional nonrotating isolated
horizons.
This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, similar to 4 dimensional case, we
derive the symplectic structure for nonrotating isolated horizons. It can be seen that the
boundary degrees of freedom can be described by a BF theory. In section 3, we quantize the
punctured BF theory and give the corresponding Hilbert space. In section 4, we set up the
boundary condition to relate boundary fields to the bulk fields and calculate the entropy of
the nonrotating isolated horizons. The Bekenstein-Hawking law of the nonrotating isolated
horizons is obtained. Our results are concluded in section 5. In appendix, we give the detail
calculation of the solder field and connection. Throughout the paper, we use the units of
~ = c = 1.
2 The higher dimensional nonrotating isolated horizons
The Einstein-Hilbert action can be generalized to D dimensional spacetime M [19]:
I[gµν ] =
1
16πG
∫
M
dDx
√−gR . (2.1)
It can be written in the first-order form [22]:
I[e,A] = − 1
2κ
∫
M
F IJ ∧ΣIJ , (2.2)
where κ = 8πG, eI are covielbein (1-form) fields,
ΣIJ =
1
(D − 2)!εIJK···Ne
K ∧ · · · ∧ eN (2.3)
is a (D−2)-form, AIJ the SO(D−1, 1) connection 1-form, FIJ the curvature 2-form of AIJ ,
and I, J indices of the Lie algebra of so(D− 1, 1). The spacetime region M is supposed to
be bounded by the initial and final spacelike hypersurfaces M1 and M2, an isolated horizon
∆ from the inner, and extended to spatial infinity i0. All fields are assumed to be smooth
and satisfy the standard asymptotic boundary condition at spatial infinity, i0.
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From the first variation of the action (2.2) and variational principle, we get the vacuum
field equations of gravitation:
εIJ ···LMNe
J ∧ · · · ∧ eL ∧ F (A)MN = 0, (2.4)
dAΣIJ := dΣIJ −A KI ∧ ΣKJ −A KJ ∧ ΣIK = 0, (2.5)
and the symplectic potential density,
θ(δ) =
1
2κ
ΣIJ ∧ δAIJ . (2.6)
The second-order exterior variation will give the symplectic current,
J(δ1, δ2) =
1
κ
δ[2ΣIJ ∧ δ1]AIJ . (2.7)
The nilpotent of exterior variation, δ2 = 0, implies dJ = 0. Applying Stokes’ theorem to
the integration
∫
M
dJ = 0, we can get the following equation:
1
κ
(∫
M2
δ[2ΣIJ ∧ δ1]AIJ −
∫
M1
δ[2ΣIJ ∧ δ1]AIJ −
∫
∆
δ[2ΣIJ ∧ δ1]AIJ
)
= 0. (2.8)
Note that the boundary integral at spatial infinity i0 vanishes by suitable fall-off conditions
[26]. We shall see that the last term in Eq.(2.8) is a pure boundary contribution, i.e,
the symplectic flux across the isolated horizon ∆ can be expressed as an algebraic sum of
two terms corresponding to the D − 2 dimensional compact manifold K1 = ∆ ∩M1 and
K2 = ∆ ∩M2.
Now let’s consider the geometry near the isolated horizon. We adopt the Bondi-like
coordinates xµ = (u, r, ζ i) with coordinate indices i, j = 2, · · · ,D − 1 near the isolated
horizon in Ref. [27]. The isolated horizon ∆ is characterized by r = 0. With the Bondi-like
coordinates, the Bondi-like vielbein vector fields can be expressed as [27, 28]


na = ∂r
la = ∂u + U∂r +X
i∂i
ea
A
= ωA∂r + ξ
i
A
∂i, with vielbein indices A, B = 2, · · · ,D − 1,
(2.9)
where (U,Xi, ωA, ξ
i
A
) are functions of (u, r, ζ i) and satisfy U , Xi , ωA , 0. The symbol
, means that the equality holds on the isolated horizon ∆. In the following, we also use
f (0) to denote the value of the function f on the isolated horizon. The covielbein 1-form
na, la, e
A
a are

na = −du,
la = Udu− dr − ξAi ωA(Xidu− dζ i) with ξAi being the inverse of ξiA,
eAa = −ξAi (Xidu− dζ i),
(2.10)
which satisfy the condition: nala = l
ana = −1, eAaeaB = δAB , and others vanish. The inverse
metric reads
gab = −la ⊗ nb − na ⊗ lb + δABea
A
⊗ eb
B
. (2.11)
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Define
πA := e
a
A
lb∇bna, (2.12)
which is related to the angular momentum of the isolated horizon [21]. For the nonrotating
isolated horizons, πA , 0. The unknown functions near the nonrotating isolated horizon
may be expanded as [28]


U = κlr +
1
2
R
(0)
nlnlr
2 +O(r3),
ωA =
1
2
R
(0)
nAnlr
2 +O(r3),
Xi =
1
2
R
(0)
nAnlξ
i(0)
A r
2 +O(r3),
ξi
A
= ξ
i(0)
A
− θ(0)
AB
ξ
i(0)
B
r +O(r2),
(2.13)
where κl is the surface gravity of the isolated horizon, which is dependent on the choice
of l, and θAB := e
a
A
eb
B
∇bna. Due to the zero law of isolated horizon, κl is a constant on
the horizon. The asymptotic expansion of the inverse metric near the nonrotating isolated
horizon is then
gur = 1, gui = 0,
grr = 2U + δABωAωB = 2κlr +R
(0)
nlnlr
2 +O(r3),
gri = Xi + δABωAξ
i
B
= δABR
(0)
nAnlξ
i(0)
B
r2 +O(r3),
gij = δABξi
A
ξj
B
+O(r).
(2.14)
Following the idea of Ref. [25] we choose a set of orthogonal vielbein fields which are
compatible with the metric (2.11) :
ea0 = −
√
1
2
(α′na +
1
α′
la), ea1 =
√
1
2
(α′na − 1
α′
la), ea
A
. (2.15)
Here α′(x) is an arbitrary function of the coordinates. (e0, e1) with different choices α(x)
are related by a Lorentz transformation. The covielbein fields are given by
e0a =
√
1
2
(α′na +
1
α′
la), e
1
a =
√
1
2
(α′na − 1
α′
la), e
A
a = e
A
µdx
µ. (2.16)
Restricted on the isolated horizon ∆, the 1-form l vanishes, so we have e0 , e1 (Here-
after, we omit the abstract subscript a for 1-form). Then the non-zero solder fields on the
horizon ∆ satisfy
Σ01 = e
2 ∧ e3 ∧ · · · ∧ eD−1, Σ0A , −Σ1A. (2.17)
After some straightforward calculation (see Appendix), we can get the following properties
for the SO(D − 1, 1) connections:
A01 , κldu+ d(lnα
′), A0A , A1A. (2.18)
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By Eqs.(2.17) and (2.18) the integral on the horizon can be reduced to
1
2κ
∫
∆
δ[2ΣKL ∧ δ1]AKL =
1
κ
∫
∆
δ[2Σ01 ∧ δ1]A01, (2.19)
since other terms either vanish or cancel with each other.
On the isolated horizon ∆, Σ01 is just the volume form of its spatial section. From the
field equation (2.5) and the properties (2.17) and (2.18), it is easy to show that dΣ01 , 0,
so it is a closed (D − 2)-form on the horizon ∆. Locally we can define a (D − 3)-form B˜
which satisfies
dB˜ = Σ01. (2.20)
By definition [27], the isolated horizons has the topology of R×K, where K is a (D−2)-
dimensional compact, connected, orientable Riemannian manifold. Since the topology of
the horizon is non-trivial, i.e, the (D − 2)-th cohomology group
HD−2(R×K) ∼= R, (2.21)
the B˜ field must satisfy the following condition∮
K
|dB˜| =
∮
K
|Σ01| = aK , (2.22)
where aK is the ‘area’ of the horizon, and the second equality comes from the flux-area
relation [29].
From the Eq.(2.18) we have
dA01 , 0. (2.23)
Thus, the integral in Eq.(2.19) can be written as∫
∆
δ[2Σ01 ∧ δ1]A01 =
∫
K2
δ[2B˜ ∧ δ1]A01 −
∫
K1
δ[2B˜ ∧ δ1]A01. (2.24)
Then, Eq.(2.8) implies
1
κ
(∫
M
δ[2ΣIJ ∧ δ1]AIJ −
∫
K
δ[2B˜ ∧ δ1]A01
)
is independent of u,
or
1
κ
∫
M outside K
δ[2ΣIJ ∧ δ1]AIJ is independent of u,
which is determined by the bulk only.
Consider an SO(1, 1) boost for (e0, e1) with g = exp(ς). Under the transformation,
A
′01 = A01 − dς, and Σ01 leaves unchanged. So A01 is an SO(1, 1) connection, and Σ01
is in its adjoint representation. Eq.(2.24) is the symplectic flux of an SO(1, 1) BF theory
across the sections of the isolated horizon. Such an SO(1, 1) BF theory is what we need
to supplement GR to explain the statistical origin of the area entropy of a horizon, if the
following replacements are made,
B ↔ B˜
κ
, A↔ A01, (2.25)
as in Ref. [25].
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3 (D − 1)-dimensional SO(1, 1) punctured BF theory
In (D − 1)-dimensional spacetime ∆, the action of an ordinary SO(1, 1) BF theory can be
written as [30]
S[B,A] =
∫
∆
Tr(B ∧ F (A)) =
∫
∆
B ∧ dA. (3.1)
where A is an SO(1, 1) connection field, F its field strength 2-form, and B a (D − 3)-form
field in the adjoint representation of SO(1, 1). From the action (3.1), we can easily obtain
the field equations as
F := dA = 0, F˜ := dB = 0. (3.2)
In the vacuum BF theory, A is a flat connection and B-field has a trivial topology.
On the other hand, the field equations for the BF theory we need on the isolated horizon
are
F = dA = 0, F˜ = dB =
Σ01
κ
. (3.3)
Compared with Eq.(3.2), Eq.(3.3) shows that B-field has nontrivial topology and that the
bulk field Σ01 serves as the source of the B field, locally. But, A remains a flat connection.
The quantization of the punctured BF theory in (D − 1) dimension is similar as in 3
dimension, and we will just summarize the results in [25]. Let us assume that on the spatial
slice K there are n punctures denoted by P = {pα|α = 1, · · · , n}. For every puncture pα we
associate a (D − 2)-dimensional bounded neighborhood sα which contains it and does not
intersect any other. Denote the boundary of sα by ηα. Define the gauge-invariant functions
of the B field
fα =
∫
sα
dB =
∮
ηα
B. (3.4)
The common eigenstates of the corresponding quantum operators fˆα are the Dirac distri-
butions ({ap},P| ≡ (a1, a2, · · · , an| characterized by n real numbers {aα, α = 1, · · · , n}. As
unbounded self-adjoint operators, the collection {fˆα|α = 1, · · · , n} comprises a complete
set of observables in HPK ≡ L2(Rn). There is a spectral decomposition of HPK with respect
to each fˆα, i.e,
({ap},P|fˆα = ({ap},P|aα. (3.5)
4 The entropy of isolated horizon
In order to calculate the entropy of an isolated horizon, we consider the system described by
the action (2.2) for the bulk M plus an SO(1, 1) BF theory for the isolated horizon as the
internal boundary of M, whose B-field has nontrivial topology. In loop quantum gravity
approach, only the horizon degrees of freedom contribute to the black hole entropy. Hence,
the bulk degrees of freedom need to be traced out. We can construct a density matrix ρBH
for such a system and assume the system is in a maximally mixed state. The entropy can
be given by the von Neumann formula
SBH = −Tr(ρBH ln ρBH), (4.1)
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or equivalently,
SBH = lnNBH , (4.2)
where NBH is the total number of the states in the horizon Hilbert space that satisfy some
constraints. The goal of this section is to compute this number to give the entropy.
Following the paper [25], the classical boundary condition relating the boundary and
bulk fields are chosen as
F˜ (x) ⊜ Σ01(x)/κ, (4.3)
or its integral form: ∮
K
F˜ (x) ⊜
1
κ
∮
K
Σ01(x), (4.4)
where F˜ is the exterior differential of the B-field on the boundary, Σ01 is the canonical
momentum density conjugate to A01 in the bulk, and ⊜ means that the equality is valid
when the limit of Σ01 at the spatial slice K of the isolated horizon is taken. The right
hand side of the equality is proportional to the flux of Σ01 across K, Fl01(K) :=
∮
K
Σ01(x),
which is well defined in loop quantum gravity [31]. The left hand side is the volume integral
of F˜ over K, which is just the sum of the observables (3.4) in the loop-quantized version of
the BF theory.
The Hilbert space for the bulk theory in higher dimension can be constructed in the
approach proposed by Bodendorfer and his collaborators [31–34]. The key point is that one
can proceed in the phase space for the Euclideanization of the D-dimensional spacetime,
which consist of an SO(D) connection AIJa and its conjugate momentum π
a
IJ . Besides the
usual Gauss constraint, the spatial diffeomorphism constraint and Hamiltonian constraint,
there is a simplicity constraint. In the quantum theory, the simplicity constraint can be
implemented on the links of a spin-network by restricting the representations of the SO(D)
to be of class 1, so that their highest weight vector ~λ is determined by a single non-
negative integer λ as ~λ = (λ, 0, · · · , 0) [35]. Under the representation, the ‘area’ Ar[S] for
a (D − 2)−hypersurface S can be constructed as √‘flux squared’, i.e. [31],
Ar[S] :=
∑
U
√
1
2
FlIJ(SU )FlIJ(SU ), (4.5)
where S =
⋃
SU is a partition of the hypersurface S by a set of closed sets {SU} with each
SU containing, at most, one puncture, and FlIJ(SU ) is the flux through SU which can be
quantized properly.
Such a construction has been used in the study of the isolated horizons in higher
dimensional spacetime [23]. For 2n-dimensional spacetime, the degrees of freedom on the
(2n − 1)-dimensional isolated horizon ∆ can be described by an SO(2n) Chern-Simons
theory. Unfortunately, the non-Abelian Chern-Simons theory with n > 1 has local degrees
of freedom, which would result in the divergence of the entropy. In order to avoid the
problem, a stronger boundary condition is proposed. The stronger boundary condition
relates the Chern-Simons connection on the boundary to a hybrid connection on the bulk.
In contrast, there is no such a problem with BF theory, since a BF theory has no local
degree of freedom even in higher dimension [30].
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The eigenvalues of the flux operator of the canonical momentum conjugate to A01 across
an arbitrary (D − 2)-dimensional closed, connect, oriented, spacelike hypersurface S in M
has the form ∮
S
Σˆ01(x)|mα, · · · >= 8πGβ
∑
α
mα|mα, · · · >, (4.6)
where α indicates the α-th puncture of a spin-network eigenstate on S, which coincides with
punctures on the boundary BF theory, mα ∈ {−λα,−λα + 1, · · · , λα} ⊂ Z is the quantum
number associated with the flux operator, |mα, · · · > represent an SO(D) spin network
state in the bulk, and · · · represents other quantum numbers that character the state, such
as the quantum number associated with the intertwinner operator.
The quantum version of the boundary condition (4.4) reads
(Id⊗
∮
sα
ˆ˜F − 1
8πG
∮
sα
Σˆ01 ⊗ Id)(Ψv ⊗Ψb) = 0, (4.7)
where Id means the identity operator, Ψv and Ψb bulk and boundary states, respectively,
sα the (D−2)-dimensional bounded neighborhood associated to the puncture pα as before.
From Eq. (4.7), we can get the relation between the eigenvalues of ˆ˜F and Σˆ01:
aα = βmα, mα ∈ Z. (4.8)
In other words, aα is no longer any real number, but takes discrete values.
The eigenvalues of the flux-area operator which appears in the quantum version of Eq.
(2.22) has the form
∮
S
‖ Σˆ01(x) ‖ |mα, · · · >= 8πGβ
∑
α
|mα||mα, · · · > . (4.9)
Then, a global constraint appears from the equation (2.22) and (2.25):
∑
α
|aα| = aK/(8πG). (4.10)
Similar to the ‘flux-area’ constraint in Ref.[29], (4.10) is called flux constraint. With the
Eq.(4.8), the constraint can be reformulated as
∑
α
|mα| = aK/(8πβG), mα ∈ Z. (4.11)
So the number of compatible states is given by
NBH =
n=a∑
n=1
Cn−1a−1 2
n = 2× 3a−1 (4.12)
where a = aK/(8πβG) ∈ N. The entropy is given by
SBH = lnNBH = a ln 3 + ln 2
3
=
ln 3
2πβ
aK
4G
+ ln
2
3
. (4.13)
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Finally we get the area law. Besides, if we set β = ln 3/(2π), we also get the famous
coefficient 1/4. Note that this value is dimension-independent. Compared with the case in
4 dimension [25], this parameter has an additional factor 2. This is due to the fact that
in higher dimension we use the group SO(D) which only has integer representation, and
in 4 dimension we use SU(2) which can have half-integer representation. If the present
procedure is applied to D = 4 case, in which SO(4) group instead of SU(2) group is used,
the β parameter will be different, but the spectrum of the area operator remains the same.
Whether there exist any physical process which can distinguish the two approaches is an
interesting problem.
As the same as in 4 dimensional spacetime, the entropy we get has a constant correction
term besides the leading area term. The ‘zero-point entropy’ first appears as the quantum
correction for the area law of entropy in Ref. [36, 37].
5 Discussion
In this paper, we calculate the entropy of nonrotating isolated horizon in higher dimensional
spacetime following the standard procedure in loop quantum gravity [38]. From the first-
order action (2.2), the presymplectic current is obtained. The current through the isolated
horizon ∆ can be reformulated as the difference across its final and initial spatial sections.
Then the symplectic form on a (D − 2)-dimensional hypersurface is acquired. The degrees
of freedom on the cross section of the isolated horizon can be described by a punctured
SO(1, 1) BF theory with the symplectic form. The result is the same as in 4 dimensional
spacetime.
Notice that in the present calculation of the entropy of isolated horizon, the area
constraint is not used, which plays an important role in the Chern-Simons theory approach.
Instead, the flux constraint (4.10) is used. Classically, the area of the horizon equals its flux-
area, which can be seen from the equation (2.22). But at quantum level, they correspond to
two different operators: (4.5) and (4.9), respectively. The eigenvalues of the ‘area’ operator
are given by [31]
8πGβ
∑
α
√
λα(λα +D − 2), λα ∈ N,
where β is a parameter analogous to the Barbero-Immirzi parameter in 4 dimension. Those
eigenvalues are obviously different from that of the flux-area operator (4.9). We use the flux
constraint because in a loop quantization of a generalized gravity the flux operator turns
out to measure the Wald entropy [39].
The starting point of our approach is the first-order action (2.2) which has SO(D−1, 1)
as the gauge group. On the isolated horizon, we make a gauge fixing into its subgroup
SO(1, 1). Taking this fact into account, a punctured BF with gauge group SO(1, 1) is
chosen to describe the boundary degrees of freedom. But the quantum states in the bulk
are well presented only from the Hamiltonian framework with gauge group SO(D) [32, 33],
since the non-compact SO(D−1, 1) group is not suitable for loop quantized. The mismatch
of gauge group SO(D−1, 1) and SO(D) in the bulk, in particular, near the isolated horizon
maybe cause some confusion. In fact, in the calculation of the entropy, the bulk degrees
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of freedom are traced out, and what we count is just the number of states compatible to
the boundary states. The bulk theory enter into the calculation through the form of the
eiganvalues for flux operator (4.6). Therefore, the calculation is still reasonable.
In Ref. [23], due to the difficulty of the non-Abelian Chern-Simons theory in higher di-
mension, it is suggested to use n[I s˜J ] as horizon degrees of freedom for all higher dimensions.
It is worth to compare the entropy of a horizon obtained in the two different approaches.
A Solder field and connection on the isolated horizon
The connections A JI which are adapted with the vielbein eI are given by
(A JI )a = (eI)
c[∂a(e
J )c − Γbac(eJ )b]. (A.1)
Since what we concern is the connection restricted on the isolated horizon with r = 0, which
has no dr component, we only need to calculate it in the infinitesimal neighborhood of the
horizon, so that the eI and the Christoffol symbol Γabc are kept to the zero order of r and
metric to the first order of r.
First we choose the parameter α′(x) = 1, and other cases can change into this case
through a Lorentz transformation. Thus, from Eqs. (2.15), (2.9) and (2.10), one has
e0 = −
√
1
2
(∂u + ∂r) +O(r), e1 =
√
1
2
(−∂u + ∂r) +O(r), eA = ξiA∂i +O(r), (A.2)
and
e0 = −
√
1
2
(du+ dr) +O(r), e1 =
√
1
2
(−du+ dr) +O(r), eA = ξAi dxi +O(r). (A.3)
On the horizon r = 0,
e0 , e1 , −
√
1
2
du (A.4)
and
Σ01 = e
2 ∧ e3 ∧ · · · ∧ eD−1, Σ0A , −Σ1A. (A.5)
Next we calculate the connection (A 10 )a = (e0)
c[∂a(e
1)c − Γbac(e1)b] [or (A 10 )µdxµ =
eσ0 (∂µe
1
σ−Γνµσe1ν)dxµ] restricted on the horizon r = 0. From the expression (A.2) and (A.3)
we can see that ν, σ can only take values corresponding to u, r. For µ = u, the nonzero
Christoffol symbols are Γuuu , Γ
r
ur , κl, so we can get (A
1
0 )u , −κl. For µ = i, with same
method, it can be shown that (A 10 )i , 0. So in this case, we can get
A01 , κldu. (A.6)
For α′(x) 6= 1, which relate to our case with a Lorentz transformation, the connection
transforms into A01 , κldu+ d(lnα
′), which is the first result of (2.18).
Finally, the second result of (2.18) is equivalent to (A A0 )a , −(A A1 )a, or
[(A A0 )µ + (A
A
1 )µ]dx
µ = (eσ0 + e
σ
1 )(∂µe
A
σ − ΓνµσeAν)dxµ , 0. (A.7)
– 10 –
Again, σ can only take values corresponding to u, r. For σ = r, we already have er0+e
r
1 , 0.
For σ = u, we have
(eu0 + e
u
1)(∂µe
A
u − ΓνµueAν) ,
√
2Γiµue
A
i , 0, (A.8)
since
Γiµu =
1
2
giν(gµν,u + guν,µ − gµu,ν) , 1
2
gijgkj,uδ
k
µ , 0. (A.9)
In the last step, dΣ01 , 0 has been used. So, we complete the proof of the results (2.18).
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